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New Informative Features for Fault Diagnosis of Industrial Systems by
Supervised Classification
Sylvain VERRON, Teodor TIPLICA, Abdessamad KOBI
Abstract— The purpose of this article is to present a method
for industrial process diagnosis. We are interested in fault
diagnosis considered as a supervised classification task. The
interest of the proposed method is to take into account new
features (and so new informations) in the classifier. These new
features are probabilities extracted from a Bayesian network
comparing the faulty observations to the normal operating
conditions. The performances of this method are evaluated
on the data of a benchmark example: the Tennessee Eastman
Process. Three kinds of fault are taken into account on this
complex process. We show on this example that the addition of
these new features allows to decrease the misclassification rate.

I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, industrial processes are more and more complex. So, they include a lot of sensors giving measurements of some attributes of the system. A study of these
measurements can allow to decide on the correct working
conditions of the process. If the process is not in normal
working conditions, it signifies that a fault has occurred in
the process. If no fault has occurred, thus the process is in the
fault-free case. An important research field is on the Fault
Detection and Diagnosis (FDD) ([1]). The goal of a FDD
scheme is to detect, the earliest possible, when a fault occurs
in the process. Once the fault has been detected, the other
important step is the diagnosis. The diagnosis can be seen
as the decision of which fault has appeared in the process,
what are the characteristics of this fault, what are the root
causes of the fault.
One can distinguish three principal categories of methods for the FDD ([2]): the knowledge-based approach,
the model-based approach and the data-driven approach.
The knowledge-based category represents methods based on
qualitative models (FMECA - Failures Modes Effects and
Critically Analysis; Fault Trees; Decision Trees; Risk Analysis) ([3], [4]). For the model-based methods, an analytical
model of the process is constructed based on the physical
relations governing the process ([5]). The model gives the
normal (fault free) value of each sensor or variable of the
system for each sample instant, then residuals are generated
(residuals are the differences between measurements and the
corresponding reference values estimated with the model of
the fault-free system). If the system is fault free, residuals
are almost nil, and so their evaluations allow to detect and
diagnose a fault. Theoretically, the best methods are the
analytical ones, but the major drawback of this family of
techniques is the fact that a detailed model of the process
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is required in order to monitor it efficiently. Obtaining an
effective detailed model can be very difficult, time consuming and expensive, particularly for large-scale systems with
many variables. The last category of methods are the process
history (or data-driven) methods ([6]). These techniques are
based on rigorous statistical developments of process data. In
literature, we can find many different data-driven techniques
for FDD. For the fault detection of industrial processes many
methods have been submitted: univariate statistical process
control (Shewhart charts) ([7]), multivariate statistical process control (T 2 and Q charts) ([8]), and some Principal
Component Analysis (PCA) based techniques ([9]). [10]
make comparisons between these different techniques. For
the fault diagnosis techniques we can cite the book of [2]
which presents a lot of them (PCA based techniques, Fisher
Discriminant Analysis, PLS based techniques, etc).
The purpose of this article is to present a new contribution
for the diagnosis of faults in industrial systems. Classically,
when supervised classification is used for fault diagnosis,
one has to select the most informative variables (features
selection) in order to decrease the misclassification rate of
new observations. Indeed, deleting the variables with no
information concerning the separation of the different classes
(faults) allows to increase the robustness of the classifier and
increase the performance in classification.In this article, we
propose an alternative solution which is to add some new
features giving new informations for the classification. This
new variables, and so new informations, are extracted from a
comparison of the faults conditions to the normal operating
conditions.
The article is structured in the following manner. In
section II, we introduce the method to diagnose faults with
supervised classifiers and present some classical supervised
classifiers. The section III presents our new contribution
allowing to compare the fault to the normal operating conditions and so to obtain new informations for the classification
(diagnosis) of the fault. The section IV presents an evaluation
of the proposed method for diagnosis of faults on the benchmark Tennessee Eastman Problem. Finally, we conclude on
this method and present some perspectives.
II. FAULT DIAGNOSIS BY SUPERVISED
CLASSIFICATION
A. Fault Diagnosis as classification task
Once a problem (fault) has been detected in the evolution
of the process by the mean of a detection method, we need to
identify (diagnosis) the belonging class of this fault. Thereby,
the diagnosis problem can be viewed as the task to correctly

classify this fault in one of the predefined fault classes. The
classification task needs the construction of a classifier (a
function allocating a class to the observations described by
the variables of the system). Two types of classification exist:
unsupervised classification which objective is to identify the
number and the composition of each class present in the
data structure; supervised classification where the number
of classes and the belonging class of each observation is
known in a learning sample and whose objective is to class
new observations to one of the existing classes. For example,
given a learning sample of a bivariate system with three
different known faults as illustrated in the figure 1, we can
easily use supervised classification to classify a new faulty
observation. A feature selection can be used in order to select
only the most informative variables of the problem ([11]).
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where Ki (x) is expressed by:
Ki (x) = (x − µi )T Σ−1 (x − µi ) − 2log(P (Ci ))

(2)

where µi is the mean vector of the fault Fi , Σ is the
pooled variance-covariance matrix and P (Ci ) is the a priori
probability of the class Ci .
2) The k-Nearest Neighbors algorithm: The k-Nearest
Neighbors (or kNN) algorithm ([13]) is a non-parametric
(without parameters estimation) classification tool. The principle of this method is to observe the k nearest neighbors
of a new observation in order to decide of his class. For
a new observation to be classify, the algorithm computes
the distance from this observation to each observation of a
training set. Thus, given the distances, one can select the k
nearest neighbors and their respective classes. Considering
the classes of the k nearest neighbors, we conclude on the
class of the new observation. In order to illustrate this rule,
an example of classification (with 2 classes) in a 2 variables
space is given on figure 2.
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Class attribution example with 3NN algorithm

Bivariate system with three different known faults

B. Classical supervised classifiers
As we have seen how to diagnose a fault with supervised
classification, we present here some classical classifiers.
Indeed, there is not a classifier outperforming all other.
It depends on the application. For a given application a
classifier will give better results than an other one, but for an
other application this will be the inverse, the first one will
be less efficient.
1) Linear Discriminant Analysis: The Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) is a basic technique for supervised
classification ([12]). This a statistical classifier. Indeed, the
classification rule is to assign a new observation to the
group (class) with highest conditional probability. in order
to deal with probability, a classical assumption is that the
data follows Gaussian densities. In this case, LDA allocates
to a new observation x the class Ci with the minimal cost
of the following equation:

3) SVM: Support Vector Machines (SVM) is a new
machine-learning tool that is especially fit for classification,
forecasting and estimation in small-sample cases ([14]).
Originally, SVM is only applicable to linear problem, SVM
search the linear separation maximizing the margin between
two classes. But, with the kernel trick ([15]), it is possible to
deal with non linear problems. For a better understanding, an
example is given in figures 3 and 4. The first figure represents
two classes non linearly separable. A transformation of the
initial space (x) to a bidimensionnal space (x;x2 ) allows to
separate linearly and correctly (with the maximal margin)
the two classes.
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can be used to recognize the class ([18]). An example of a
constructed DT is given on figure 6.
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4) Bayesian Networks classifiers: A Bayesian network
(BN) is a graph ([16]). In this graph, each variable is
a node that can be continuous or discrete. Edges of the
graph represent dependence between linked nodes. Bayesian
network classifiers are particular Bayesian networks ([17]).
They always have a discrete node C (the class node) which
codes the different classes. The other nodes represent the
descriptors (variables) of the classification task. A particular
type of BN classifier is the Naı̈ve Bayesian Network (NBN).
In a NBN, the class node is linked with all other variables
of the system as indicated on the figure 5. This Bayesian
classifier makes the strong assumption of non correlated
variables is not realistic. In order to deal with correlated
variables, several approaches have been developed like the
Tree Augmented Naı̈ve Bayesian networks (TAN) proposed
by [17].
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Fig. 6.
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A constructed Decision Tree

III. NEW FEATURES FOR FAULT DIAGNOSIS
A. Obtaining new informations
Classically, misclassification in supervised classification is
due to classes sharing a same place in the space, like in figure
7. On this figure, we can see that two faults (classes) have
a similar space where the decision is not very clear. This is
usually at this place that a wrong decision is taken.
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5) Decision Tree: Decision Tree (DT) is a hierarchical
tree structure based on a series of questions (or rules) about
the attributes of the class. The attributes of the classes can
be of any type of variables (binary, nominal, ordinal, and
quantitative values) while the classes must be qualitative
type. Given a data of attributes together with its classes, a
DT produces a sequence of rules (or series of questions) that

In a classical supervised classification problem, there is
no really solution to overcome this drawback. But, in the
case of supervised classification applied to the fault diagnosis
task, one can have a solution. Indeed, classification for
fault diagnosis uses only data from previous observations of
fault in order to define the classes. But, we generally have
an other information: the data from the normal operating
conditions (NOC). The idea of this paper is to think that
if the information between the classes is not sufficient to
obtain good classification, we can add to the model some
informations of the difference between the fault and the

NOC. So, we have to search some new features (coming
from the difference between the fault and the NOC) allowing
to reduce (or to delete) the sharing place of figure 7, like
represented on figure 8.

On figure 9, we can see that each circle represents a
variable of the system. The connection between two circles
(two variables) denotes a regression of the first one to the
second. Each square (one for each variable of the system)
represents a bimodal variable coding the responsibility of his
connected variable to a faulty situation.
C. Proposed method

Fig. 8.

Adding a new feature

B. Computing the probabilities
In order to obtain new features, we exploit the data
from the normal operating conditions. For that, we use a
previous proposed method. Logically, this method has been
designed in order to identify some variables responsible
of a faulty observation. About the fault identification, one
of the most interesting statistical technique is the MYT
decomposition ([19]) which makes a decomposition of the
T 2 statistic in orthogonal components allowing to determine
which variable or group of variables has contributed to the
fault. Recently, Li et al. ([20]) have proposed an improvement
to the MYT decomposition: the causal decomposition of the
T 2 . In order to make this decomposition, authors use a causal
Bayesian network ([16]) representing the different variables
of the process. We have proposed ([21]) an extension to this
method, always based on a Bayesian network. In our method,
a faulty (detected) observation (measurement of each variable
at an instant) is given to the network, then it computes
for each variable the probability to be responsible of the
faulty situation. An example of such a Bayesian network is
presented on figure 9.
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The idea of this article is to exploit the probabilities
computed by the Bayesian network in order to integrate them
as features for the classification task, and so to decrease the
misclassification rate. For that, we make the assumption that
we have some previous observed data from the process, for
the known faults and for the normal operating conditions.
From the free-fault data, the causal Bayesian network can
be constructed. One can present to the network the data
from the different faults. The network is then giving the
different probabilities (one for each variables). So, we obtain
2 × p features: the original p features and the new p features
(corresponding to the probabilities given by the Bayesian
network). Finally, we can train a classifier (see section IIB) with the 2 × p features. Practically, given a new faulty
observation, the p measurements are presented to the network
in order to obtain the p probabilities. After that, the p
measurments and the p probabilities are presented to the
classifier which take the decision on the belonging class
of the faulty observation. For a better understanding of the
proposed method, we recall the principle on figure 10.
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Now, we will see an application of this approach on a
benchmark problem: the Tennessee Eastman Process (figure
11).
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Process flowsheet of the TEP

IV. APPLICATION TO THE TEP
A. Presentation of the TEP
The Tennessee Eastman Process (TEP) is a chemical
process. It is not a real process but a simulation of a process
that was created by the Eastman Chemical Company to
provide a realistic industrial process in order to evaluate
process control and monitoring methods. Article of [22]
entirely describes this process. Authors also give the Fortran
code of the simulation of the process. [23] has implemented
the simulation on Matlab. The TEP is composed of five
major operation units: a reactor, a condenser, a compressor,
a stripper and a separator. Four gaseous reactant A, C, D, E
and an inert B are fed to the reactor where the liquid products
F, G and H are formed. This process has 12 input variables
and 41 output variables. The TEP has 20 types of identified
faults.
So, this process is ideal to test monitoring methods. But, it
is also a benchmark problem for control techniques because
it is open-loop unstable. Many articles present the TEP and
test new approaches on it. For example, in fault detection,
we can cite [10]. Some fault diagnosis techniques have also
been tested on the TEP [2], [24] with the plant-wide control
structure recommended in [25]. In [24], authors focus on
only 3 types of fault and give the datasets they used. We
have taken into account these 3 types of faults: fault 4, 9
and 11 (see table I). These three types of fault are good
representations of overlapping data and so, are not easy to

classify. As indicated on the table I, each type of fault have 2
datasets: a training sample and a testing sample, containing
respectively 480 and 800 observations.
Class

Fault type

Train
data

Test
data

1

Fault 4: step change in the reactor
cooling water inlet temperature

480

800

2

Fault 9: random variation in D feed
temperature

480

800

3

Fault 11: random variation in the
reactor cooling water inlet temperature

480

800

TABLE I
D ESCRIPTION OF FAULT DATASETS

B. Results and comments
We have tested different configurations for this experiments. Some authors ([24] and [11]) proved that for these
3 faults (F4, F9 and F11), only two variables are very
informative: the variable 9 and 51. For that, we reduce the
problem to the classification of this 3 classes (faults) in the
space of 52 variables to a space of 2 variables (variables 9
and 51).
In order to demonstrate the interest of the adding of new
informative features (the probabilities) to the model, we

have computed, for each case, the misclassification rate in
the 2 variables space (X9 and X51), in the 2 probabilities
space (P9 and P51), and in the 2 variables - 2 probabilities
space (X9, X51, P9 and P51). Moreover, to showing the
general application of the proposed method, we have used
different classifiers: Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA),
Decision Tree (DT), k-Nearest Neighbors with 1 (1-NN)
or 3 neighbors (3-NN) , Naive Bayesian network (NBN)
and Tree Augmented Bayesian network (TAN), Support
Vector Machines with radial basis function (SVM). The
misclassification rate (in percents) are presented in table II:
the less is the misclassification rate, the better is the space.
Classifier
LDA
DT
1-NN
3-NN
NBN
TAN
SVM

X9, X51
31.58
9.5
12.87
11.37
11.5
10.12
7.75

P 9, P 51
19.2
12,62
18.87
15.46
16.83
16.83
16.16

X9, X51, P 9, P 51
15.33
8.87
10.7
8.79
9.29
8.87
7.66

TABLE II
M ISCLASSIFICATION RESULTS

In table II, we can see that for each classifier we can make
the same conclusions. Firstly, we can observe that for all
classifiers (excepted the LDA), the misclassification is lower
in the original space than in the probabilities space. But, as
proposed in the method, for each classifier, the misclassification rate is lower in the combined space (X9, X51, P 9, P 51)
than in the two other spaces (the original and the probabilities
ones). So, we can tell that the two spaces (X9, X51 and
P 9, P 51) contain different informations, and so that their
combination is more efficient than each one separetly.
V. CONCLUSION
The main interest of this article is the presentation of a new
method for the fault diagnosis of industrial processes. We
have considered the case of fault diagnosis as a supervised
classification. But, we have proposed to obtain more information than only the fault database. This extra information is
contain in the difference of the faults to the normal operating
conditions. This difference is expressed by probabilities computed by a causal Bayesian network representing the normal
working of the process. So, these probabilities are seen as
new variables by the supervised classifier. The performances
of this approach have been tested on a concrete example: the
Tennessee Eastman Process. The results of the method are
good and well demonstrate the advantage of this method.
This first work opens some interesting perspectives. Indeed, as we have worked on the causal Bayesian network
giving the probabilities for the combined space, we have only
used it. But, viewed the results, it will be very interesting
to discover which information give the network. Maybe
this information can be expressed more precisely than a
probability (a statistical distance, a regression distance) and
gives again better results.
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